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1. Introduction
1.1 Preface
Editor’s History with the game
The editing and translating of this DLC’s manual is a continuation of my work to create a concise and
practical source of information to learn of the various functions for OMSI 2. A website was created to
showcase the information and can be found at the url: www.OMSI2guide.com.
General Disclaimer
Needless to say, I do not own any rights to OMSI 2. The OMSI 2 content used in this manual are sole
property of their respective copyright holders and are used with their written permission, which
doesn’t necessarily mean that they endorse or promote this product. This product was created for
educational purposes without the intention or possibility to profit from sales under the fair use law.

1.2 Forward
Welcome to Chicago, the Windy City at Lake Michigan!
We reproduced a large part of Downtown Chicago with famous and surprising sights everywhere.
With a population of 8.7 million, Chicago is the third largest city of the U.S. It has been a capital of
worldwide trade since the industrialization. Many travelers know the international airport O’Hare,
which is the fourth largest in the world, and Chicago’s train stations as important hubs for air traffic
and trains.
Many of you will know that Chicago is Al Capone’s lethal playground and considered home of the
blues, but it also had the first skyscraper building in the world. Lake Michigan brings an ocean-like
beach atmosphere to downtown, creating a fascinating contrast to the rusty frameworks of
drawbridges and brilliant glass facades.
Although the city is based on flat terrain, its infrastructure consists of multi-level streets and bridges.
We recreated all scenery and environmental objects from scratch, including 17 new AI vehicles plus
ships and trains.
You will play a bus driver on routes 124 and 130, traveling downtown business areas, shopping
districts, train stations, parks, beautiful Museum Campus and famous Navy Pier. There are 10
additional miles of roadway for cruising, discovering and getting to your depot garage in the west
suburbs.
Discover new exclusive AI events on the road: stopping delivery trucks, garbage trucks and opening
drawbridges. To complete the atmosphere of Chicago, passenger voices were recorded with Native
American speakers and an adopted ticket sale script was created.
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Look out for a legacy of the Blue Brothers hidden somewhere in Downtown. All other sights are
explained later in this manual.

1.3 System Requirements
To play the add-on as smoothly as possible, your PC should meet the following system requirements:
• Operating System: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8/8.1
• Processor (CPU): 2.8 GHz
• RAM: minimum of 4 GB
• Storage: 3 GB free
• Graphics Card: 1024 MB VRAM,
• Addition: DirectX 9.0c or higher
• Internet connection and Steam User Account is required
Please make sure that you have at least OMSI 2 version 2.2.021 installed before installing this add-on.

1.4 Installation
Note: You must be logged on as an administrator (particularly for Windows Vista and Windows 7
users) and be connected to the internet to install the add-on – otherwise the installation will not
work.
1. Insert the “OMSI 2 – Add-on Chicago Downtown” disc into your disc drive. Follow the
installation instructions presented on screen. If the installation does not start automatically:
a. Click START on the task bar
b. Click MY COMPUTER
c. Double click on the appropriate DVD-ROM drive
d. Double click on the setup.exe icon
2. Steam will be installed first. It may update itself at various points.
3. You must choose whether to create a new Steam account or use an existing one. Enter the
required information and make sure to not forget the login information.
4. Enter your registration code when requested by the Wizard.
5. OMSI 2 – Add-on Chicago Downtown will be installed from the DVD. Any necessary updates
will then be downloaded from the internet.
6. After the add-on has installed, you can access it by running the original game.
7. If you receive an “access is denied” message, retry the installation.

1.5 Aerosoft Launcher

The Aerosoft-Launcher gives you an overview of all Aerosoft products installed on your computer.
You will also have easy access to special features available for the several products.
Should the software product require an online registration, the Aerosoft Launcher will take you
through this process. The Aerosoft Launcher will be automatically installed with the software product
and will launch at the end of the install process.
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You can run the Aerosoft Launcher at any time via the Windows start menu to check the activation
state of your installed software products. Just press the following options: Start > All Programs >
Aerosoft > Aerosoft Launcher.
For information on activating Aerosoft Launcher, please visit the following link:
http://aerosoft2.de/downloads/launcher/site/main.php?menue=2&language=eng.
For more information on Aerosoft Launcher, please visit the following link:
http://www.aerosoft2.de/downloads/launcher/site/main.php.

1.6 About this Manual

This manual covers the changes made to OMSI 2 through the add-on. The biggest changes are in
scenery and bus functions. The original game takes place in Spandau, Berlin, Germany in the 1980s and
1990s. OMSI 2 – Add-on Chicago Downtown takes the player to Chicago, Illinois, United States in the
mid 2000s. The differences in public transportation between the two countries are striking.
Please take a look at the original OMSI 2 manual to learn how to control the buses and simulation in
general. Functions such as placing new buses and repairing buses are done similar to the original game.
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2. Controlling the Buses
2.1 Bus Stops

Like German bus stops, American bus stops usually consist of a pole with a rectangular sign that has
the city’s public transportation logo, bus stop number and bus lines that stop there as illustrated in
figure 1. Sometimes the stops have a bench for passengers to sit while the wait for the bus.

Figure 1. Bus Stops

The major change in the add-on are the navigation guides. In the original game, the route guides are
yellow or orange and the bus stop indicators are a green circle with a green H on a yellow background.
In the add-on, the route guides are in blue (for line 124), orange (for line 130) and green (for general
directions to tourist attractions and the garage); the respective bus stop colors are blue and white and
orange and black. The tourist’s attractions are indicated with a white and black eye shape. See figure 1
for imagery of the bus routes and bus stop signs.

2.2 Ticket Sales

Unlike Germany, there are fare boxes inside buses where passengers need to either scan their pass
(called Ventra cards) or pay the fare before taking their seat. Even if the passenger has a pass, they need
to scan it every time they board a bus or train. Additionally, there is no change provided by the bus
driver so passengers need to give the exact fare or pay more with no return.
The fare box is located to the right of the driver’s dashboard, as illustrated in figure 2. Each passenger
will enter the bus from the front so they can prove that they’ve paid their fare. If the passenger has a
pass, you’ll know it’s valid when the confirmation screen turns green on the input display on the
dashboard. If the passenger pays with cash, you’ll need to confirm every cash payment with the
keypad by entering the matching fare group. There are 3 fare groups: full fare ($2), reduced fare ($1)
and student fare ($0.75). Enter the fare group by pressing 1 for full fare, 4 for reduced fare and 5 for
student fare and confirm with the green key. You’ll know how much money was inserted by the red
display above the keypad.
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Figure 2. Fare Box

In the original game, the options “Easy” and “Advance” for tickets was to differentiate between giving
change and having it be included with the ticket selected. Since no change is given in America, the
settings are mute.
The input display (to the right of the keypad) is mostly used to see if the pass is valid. Rarely, if ever,
will you have to choose to override the fare or check the balance. It’ll show as locked before you login,
and on route once you are on route.

2.3 Schedules

The add-on lets you operate two schedules, route 124 and 130, which bring a diversified view of
multiple areas in Chicago. In reality, route 130 only operates between Memorial Day Weekend (last
Monday of May) through Labor Day (first Monday of September). For this add-on, the schedule was
extended to operate year-round.
There is no paper schedule displayed on the bus like in the original game. You’ll know what the next
stop is by following the route guides or viewing the Clever Device, which is located above the
windshield. For information on how to access and understand the Clever Device, see section 2.4.4.

2.4 Vehicle Overview
There are two buses that can be drive in this add-on: New Flyer D40LF and DE60LF.

2.4.1 New Flyer D40LF

In late 2004, the Chicago Transit Board purchased a base order of 265 D40LF buses from New Flyer of
America, Inc, which included 20 DE40LF diesel-electric hybrids that are not in the add-on. Once
satisfied with the models, the Chicago Transit Board approved the acquisition of over 1,295 D40LFs
between 2006 and 2007.
The acquisitions were made in five groups, each of which contained some variance to diesel engine and
transmission. This add-on only contains two of the models, option two and three.
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Option two is nearly identical to the existing 5800-series D40LFs. It is equipped with a 6-speed
automatic transmission, electric easy-touch rear doors, an AC unit, security cameras, kneeling, bike
racks, wheelchair ramp and GPS-support intelligent system with automatic station announcements.
The fare box was equipped with a digital car scanner.
Option three models after the #1630 and varies in lighting, LED lights installed, reduced weight by
approximately one thousand pounds and have a more efficient engine.

2.4.2 New Flyer DE60LF

Leased from Seattle’s King County Metro, Chicago Transit Board acquired 150 articulated hybrid buses
in late 2007. The articulated buses featured all of the standard Chicago Transit Board amenities, such as
bike racks and security cameras. The major difference was the change from ZF transmission to GMAllison’s parallel hybrid drive system.
Additionally, compared to the standard buses, the articulated model has a shorter wheelbase in the
front car resulting in different window and seat configurations. Operation controls and all other
features are similar to the 40-ft buses; except for the transmission buttons because of the GM-Allison
transmission.

2.4.3 Dashboards

Unlike the previous dashboards, these models contain the majority of the functions on the console
located by the driver’s side mirror (henceforth window console). The main dashboard contains very
minimal functions and is mostly used to view the indicators.
Both the D40LF and DE60LF have the same layout for their dashboards, with the difference being in
style for the gear shifts.
Dashboard:
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Window Console:

Foot Area:

New Flyer DE60LF Gear Shift:
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(1) Left turn signal indicator light.
(2) Transmission lock light – the light says “Do not shift” which means the transmission is locked. The
mechanism helps avoid having the shift lever leave the parking position. You’ll need to depress the
brake pedal to be able to gear shift.
(3) Transmission temperature light - the light says “Hot Trans” which means you either driving the bus
too aggressively or the hot weather is overheating it. Let the engine idle for a bit to cool it down.
(4) Engine fire light - if this light turns on immediately turn on your hazard warning lights, pull over
and turn off the engine. Call for help as soon as you can.
(5) Engine check light.
(6) Engine shut off light - the light says “Stop Engine” and it’s a system that shuts off the engine if it’s
on idle for too long. The engine restarts automatically once you lift off the brake or shift the gear to D.
(7) Engine temperature light - the light says “Hot Engine” which means the engine is starting to
overheat. You may be able to finish the route but make sure to let the engine cool down for a bit so the
Engine fire indicator light (4) doesn’t turn on. There may be something wrong with the coolant system
so make sure to have it repaired before starting a new route.
(8) Fuel light - light says “Low Fuel”. Stop by the nearest gas station to fuel up.
(9) Coolant light – light says “Low Coolant” which means there is insufficient anti-freeze or coolant
fluid in the vehicles engine cooling system. Make sure to have the vehicle inspected in the garage when
done with a route.
(10) Oil pressure light - light says “Low Oil” which means there either isn’t enough oil in the system or
the oil pump isn’t circulating enough oil to keep the critical bearing and friction surfaces lubricated.
Immediately stop driving and call for help.
(11) Air reservoir pressure light – light says “Low Air” which means the compressor used to make the
brakes work is running below set standards. It may be harder to or use any of the brakes so make sure
to have the vehicle inspected in the garage as soon as possible.
(12) Ignition interlock light – light says “Wait to Start.” Diesel engines rely on compression to induce
combustion. In cold weathers, such as Chicago tends to get, the engine block becomes cold if the engine
is not left running. Therefore, it will take a while for the air to be heated to the appropriate temperature
to generate power.
(13) Auxiliary heater light – light says “Aux Heater” which means that auxiliary heating systems is
running. Diesel vehicles are made for efficiency so there’s little to no waste heat from the internal
combustion engine. Auxiliary heaters provide supplementary heating (and general air conditioning)
for the passenger compartment.
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(14) Auxiliary light – light says “Aux Flash” which means the auxiliary lights are turned on. They are
used as warning signs. The original DLC manual calls this light the “School Bus Blinker” because it’s
traditionally used in school buses to help vehicles know that they should be on the lookout for crossing
children. Public transportation buses started using them to mean that they are stopped at a bus stop.
(15) High beam light.
(16) Battery light. If the alternator doesn’t produce enough electricity, the battery will be used.
Normally only on when the engine is off.
(17) A/C fail light – light says “AC Fail” which means the compressor has too little or too much
pressure. Make sure to have the vehicle inspected in the garage as soon as possible.
(18) Rear door light – light says “Rear Door Open”. Unlike Germany, the rear doors in American buses
don’t close automatically. Use the door lever (42).
(19) Anti-lock brake system (ABS) indicator light – light says “ABS Fail” which means the anti-lock
braking system is inactive. This doesn’t necessarily mean you won’t be able to brake, but it does mean
that the chances of skidding will increase if the wheels and brakes are not properly maintained.
(20) Kneeling light – light says “Kneel” and it indicates that the bus is currently knelt.
(21) Wheelchair ramp light – light says “WC Ramp” which means the wheelchair ramp is lowered. The
ramp is an electric fold-out ramp so make sure to tell boarding passengers to wait before boarding.
(22) Right turn signal indicator light.
(23) Stop request indicator.
(24) Wheelchair ramp request light – light says “WC Stop Request” which means the passenger in a
wheelchair in the bus would like to get off at the next stop.
(25) Retarder on light.
(26) Retarder off light.
(27) Parking brake light.
(28) Start interlock light - applied when the vehicle stops until the accelerator pedal is pressed. The
interlock will also apply when the door lever is engaged or the engine is stopped without the parking
brake being applied.
(29) Kneeling switch - lift the protective cover and pull the lever down to the Lower position. A
warning sound and light will activate as the bus is kneeling. The bus will revert back automatically
when the doors are closed or the lever is moved up to the Raise position.
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(30) Wheelchair ramp switch - raise the protective cover and set the switch to the Deploy position. Let
the switch go when the ramp has travelled 50% of the way; gravity will move the ramp to the end
position and this alleviates the stress on the motor.
(31) Air reservoir front gauge.
(32) Air reservoir rear gauge.
(33) Coolant temperature gauge.
(34) Window wiper/washer switch - Unlike in Germany, the window wiper and washer switch for
American buses is on the dashboard in the form of a knob. There are four settings for the knob: Off,
Intermittent, Low and High. To activate the washer, press the knob.
(35) Panel lights switch – turns on the background lights for the panel gauges.
(36) Steering wheel setup lever - controls the position of the steering wheel column so you can pull it
up, lower it or move it to or from your person.
(37) Speed/Odometer. In America, miles are used instead of kilometers. There are 0.62 miles in a
kilometer.
(38) Gear selection – there are only three options: D (drive), N (neutral) and R (reverse). Press the
respective keys on the keyboard to switch between the gears.
(39) Auxiliary heating switch - to help warm the interior of the bus when starting. If the exterior
temperature is moderate, there’s no need to turn on the auxiliary heater.
(40) Idle speed switch - mostly used during cold weathers to get the motors warmed up faster.
(41) Interior light switch, or by pressing the 7, 8 and 9 keys. The switch turns on the lights of the
passenger area. As with the original game, the 7 key turns on some of the back lights and switches the
lever to the Normal position. The 8 key turns on some of the front lights and also switches the lever to
the Normal position. The 9 key turns on all the lights and switches the lever to the On position.
Pressing the 7 and 8 keys switches the lever to the On position as well since all the lights are turned on.
(42) Door lever, or by pressing the “/” and “*” keys in the number pad. There are five positions for the
lever: 90 degrees to the left (opens front and rear doors), 45 degrees to the left or the “*” key (doesn’t
open any doors), bottom middle (closes both doors), 45 degrees to the right or the “/” key (opens front
door only) and 90 degrees to the right or the “-”(opens front and rear doors).
(43) A/C switch - there are four options for the A/C: Off, Heat, Vent and Cool. The A/C will only turn
on if the engine is running.
(44) Ventilation switch - if you choose the Vent option for (43), then you can choose to have the air flow
High or Low by pulling the lever to the appropriate setting.
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(45) Speaker switch - used if you would like to speak to someone outside of the bus (Ext), inside the bus
(Int) or Both through the microphone.
(46) Postpone engine shut off switch – postpones the engine shut off for 1 minute for a limited number
of times. If you reach the number, only the garage can reset the counter.
(47) Driver light switch, or by pressing the 6 key in the keyboard.
(48) Hazard lights switch, or by pressing the B key.
(49) Ignition button, or by pressing the M key. The engine only starts if the parking brake is applied
and press only after selecting the appropriate option for the master run switch (50).
(50) Master run switch - functions like the ignition key and light switch in a normal car. It can be
operated by turning the knob with the mouse, or by pressing the E key for the electric, the L key for the
lights and the M key to shut off the engine.
Pressing the E key will switch the knob between the Stop Engine position and the Day Run position.
There are three positions for the light switch: Day Run, Night Run and Night Park. The Day Run
position is the standard operation position. The Night Run position activates all the exterior lights and
extended interior light, and can be activated by pressing the L key after turning on the electrics. The
Night Park position allows the driver to park the vehicle while maintaining the lights on, and can be
activated by pressing the Shift and L keys after turning on the electrics.
Side note: If you press the Shift and L keys again, the knob will go back to the Stop Engine position. If
you press the L key while on the Night Park position, the knob will go up a notch.
Pressing the M key at any time after the engine has been turned on will position the knob to Stop
Engine and the engine will turn off.
(51) Manual door operation switch – turn the switch to release pressure for an easier exit. The rear door
is operated by an electric motor that opens the door when a passenger touches the “easy out” strips
and the door lever is set to release the rear door.
The green light above the rear door shows the door is released and can be opened by the passengers
pressing the yellow sensor strips.
(52) Parking brake, or by pressing the “.” key on the keyboard.
(53) High beam footswitch, or by pressing the F key.
(54) Left-turn signal footswitch.
(55) Right-turn signal footswitch.
(56) Brake pedal.
(57) Accelerator pedal.
Aerosoft GmbH 2013
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2.4.4 Clever Device

City buses of Chicago are secured by a safety interlock that disables the transmission when the Clever
Device is not logged in by the driver. If you replace an AI driver in a scheduled bus, they’ll already
have entered the information but you will need to log in if you spawn your own bus from the menu.
To log in, enter driver ID and PIN into the device above the windshield. Unfortunately, you have to
press the numbers on the device rather than pressing number keys on the keyboard. The login data is
displayed on the yellow paper, as illustrated in figure 3, on your dashboard as long as you are not
logged in. The run number will appear on the same paper as soon as you take over a schedule so make
sure to enter it.

Figure 3. Login Information

You can customize driver login date in the file “clever_constfile.txt” in the Scripts folder of the bus.
The main screen will show the current route, run number and garage, as well as schedule time
difference “Schd Earl/Late”, GPS reception, current stop, target display and interior/exterior
temperature. Figure 4 illustrates this.
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Figure 4. Clever Device Before and After Login

On a side note, entering the incorrect information for the line or destination will cancel the route so
you’ll have to enter the information again. In fact, you don’t have to enter the line or destination codes
on the device. You do so by opening the Game menu and clicking on the Set Line and Terminus option
as with the original game.

2.4.5 Brakes and chassis

All buses are equipped with a four-circuit airbrake system. The first two circuits engage the brakes on
the front and rear axles. The reservoir pressure is displayed on the gauges in the dashboard. The air
reservoir pressure light (11) will light up when the reservoir pressure it too low and the gear is
engaged.
The third and fourth circuit operate the parking brake, air ride and doors. The low pressure is indicated
by the kneeling light (20).
The first retarder brake level is applied as soon as you lift off the foot from the accelerator pedal. When
the brake pedal is engaged, the second retarder level will kick in. The retarder brake will disengage
when overheating or during a gearbox failure. On the hybrid bus, the vehicle will automatically brake
and regain energy from braking for the batteries when the accelerator is disengaged.

2.4.6 Engine Control
The electronic engine control is equipped with a speed limiter of 60mph and an automatic shut off,
which will be activated after 10 minutes of idling or engine damage and fire.
Hybrid drivetrains in the articulated buses have an intelligent control system that will mix Diesel and
electric engines depending on the situation. Kinetic energy of the vehicle is used to regain battery
power when slowing down.
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2.4.7 Ventilation of the driver’s cabin

The console for the driver’s cabin air condition is placed in between the dashboard and fare box, as
illustrated in figure 5. The left lever blends fresh air with circulating air. The right lever selects the
temperature. The dial knob at the bottom sets the ventilation power for the head and feet ventilation.

Figure 5. Ventilation for driver’s cabin

2.4.8 Door Controls

The 40-ft bus’s front door is moved by air pressure and the rear is operated electrically. You can always
open the front door manually because the pressure is low. The 60-ft articulated bus has both doors
operated by air pressure.
There is an emergency door release that is triggered when you pull the red levers above the doors. Fun
fact: if you pull on the red levers on the windows, a glass breaking sound will be made but the window
will not actually be broken.
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3. Traffic Rules
U.S. traffic laws differ from German traffic laws. Here is a quick guide so you can drive without issues
in the Windy City:
•

•

Turn on Red – you are always allowed to turn right on a red signal unless there is a prohibitive
sign. Make sure to make a complete stop before continuing onto oncoming traffic to avoid
getting a ticket, and to yield to oncoming traffic and pedestrians.
Stop Intersections – if you have a stop sign, you must come to a complete stop and yield to
oncoming traffic before proceeding forward. If all the corners have a stop sign, the first vehicle
to arrive has the right of way. If both vehicles arrived at the same time, the vehicle to the right
has the right of way.

There are special lanes for buses, cabs and/or high occupancy vehicles (HOV), which are marked with a
rhomb symbol or the text “Bus”. You can usually go straight over the right turn lane at any
intersection, but make sure the sign “Right only except bus” is present.
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4. Virtual Travel Guide
We want to present some interesting spots you can discover during your rides. See the map in the
Addons folder to check out where they are.

4.1. Kedzie Depot

Opened in 1984, this large garage contains a repair shop and parking spaces for 250 buses. The name
derives from the location on Kedzie Ave between Jackson Blvd and Congress Pkwy, and it is the base
for routes 124 and 130.

Figure 6. Kedzie Depot

4.2. Interstate 290
Opened in 1972, the I-290 (also known as Congress or Eisenhower Expressway) takes you from avenues
Kedzie or Homan to Congress Pkwy in the Loop area. Before the interstate was opened, there was a
highway on the same route but now it leads to the famous Chicago tunnel through the old post office.

Figure 7. Interstate 290
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4.3 Old Post Office

The old main post office on Canal St was opened in 1921, was extended to its current size in 1932, and
then abandoned in 1997. There were multiple incidents, such as the famous post jam of 1966 when 10
million letters got stuck in the office, so a new main post office was built.
For historical reasons, the old post office is currently being maintained at $2 million per year and is
used as a movie shooting location from time-to-time.

Figure 8. Old Post Office

4.4 Harold Washington Library

In the bloom of the clean, modern Chicago, a new main library was opened in 1991. It is located
between Congress Pkwy, State St and Van Buren St. Before it came into service, there were multiple
small libraries spread over the whole metropolitan area.

Figure 9. Harold Washington Library
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4.5 Federal Prison

The Metropolitan Correctional Center is a triangular shape tower building that keeps 600 prisoners in
28 floors. The prison yard is located in a safe spot: on the roof.

Figure 10. Federal Prison

4.6 Old Central Station

The impressive station of 1893 was located on the corner of Roosevelt Rd and Michigan Ave. When
long-haul trains were relocated to Union Station in 1972, the old central station was closed and torn
down 2 years later. Only a sign on the lawn indicates what had resided here for many years. The tracks
under the Roosevelt Street Bridge are still in service.

Figure 11. Old Central Station
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4.7 Museum Campus

The Museum Campus is part of Northerly Island and contains a park of famous Chicago museums:
Alder Planetarium, Shedd Aquarium and Field Museum. There used to be a small airport called Meigs
Field that was destroyed illegally in 2003.

Figure 12. Museum Campus

Northerly Island is a man-made land tongue and can only be reached on the Lake Shore Dr. There are
dozens of school buses every day that haul kids to the museums. All kinds of people gather in the
evenings to watch the sun descend and the fireworks at the Navy Pier over the shimmering water.
To the south of Museum Campus are congress center McCormick Place and stadium Soldier Field. The
Lake Shore Dr was relocated in 1998 to re-design the park and make it more attractive for pedestrians.

4.8 Art Institute of Chicago

Constructed in 1893, the building is located in Grant Park and is right in the middle of downtown
Michigan Ave. When you turn right on Madison St on route 124, you can see the building to the left of
you. It is the second largest art museum in the U.S., and was elected best museum in the world in 2014.

Figure 13. Art Institute of Chicago
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4.9 Calder’s Flamingo

The steel sculpture in eye-catching red was built in 1973 by Alexander Calder. It is located in the
Federal Plaza between Adams St and Jackson Blvd. Just watch left for a second when you are on route
130 and Adam St at Dearborn St.

Figure 14. Calder’s Flamingo

4.10 Cloud Gate
This massive mirror bean is placed in Millennium Park at Michigan Ave and Washington St.

Figure 15. Cloud Gate

4.11 Willis Tower

Taking 4 years to construct, the previous highest building in the world was previously named “Sears
Towers” and is located between Jackson Blvd and Adams St at Wacker Dr. You can spot the clear
geometry of the tower when you leave the Kedzie depot, which is 4 miles away.
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Figure 16. Willis Tower

The famous “Skydeck” platform offers spectacular views of the city each day. Funnily, the new name
“Willis Tower” was not adopted by the public who continue to call it the “Sears Tower.”

4.12 Civic Opera
The opera building on Wacker Dr can be seen from the route 124, when you cross the bridges of South
River. Opened in 1929, it is the second largest opera auditorium in the U.S. with 3563 seats. The rear of
the building faces the South Chicago River.

Figure 17. Civic Opera
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4.13 Kinzie Street Railroad Bridge

The Kinzie Street Railroad Bridge went through various phases, such as becoming a swing bridge in
1879, before being turned into a bascule bridge in 1908. You can see it if you look left while driving
route 124 before arriving at the Wacker Dr and Lake St stop. It has not been in use since the Chicago
Sun-Times newspaper moved its production out of downtown.

Figure 18. Kinzie Street Railroad Bridge

4.14 Merchandise Mart

Although it wasn’t tall, the Merchandise Mart was the largest building in the world by floor space in
1930; it even had its own zip code. It’s located to the right of the Kinzie Street Bridge and is now used
by wholesale and luxury stores. There’s even a designated train station in the basement.

Figure 19. Merchandise Mart
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4.15 Wrigley Building

Finished in 1924, the building is famous for its clock tower and is located on Michigan Ave to the north
of the river. It was considered a skyscraper back then and is known to be the first office building in
Chicago to have air conditioning. You can see it if you look to the left on the route 124 to Navy Pier
when crossing the river on Columbus Street Bridge.

Figure 20. Wrigley Building

4.16 Wacker Drive

Built in 1926, the Wacker Drive is a 2-mile long, multi-level road along the Chicago River. It is
considered the predecessor of today’s freeway bridges and urban planning.
The upper level is designated for tourist and local rides, the lower levels are for through and delivery
traffic. Many buildings have a direct delivery entrance, including parking lots.
The lower levels may seem like a mysterious world because there is hardly any optical indication of the
surface and there is weak GPS reception. Traveling along route 124 between the stops on Columbus Dr
and Michigan Ave will provide a good tour of the lower level.

Figure 21. Wacker Drive
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4.17 Navy Pier

The Navy Pier is a 0.7-mile long sea bridge in the north-east corner of downtown. It was built as a
storage and freight handling facility in 1914, but was abandoned after the Navy used it. Nevertheless, a
restaurant and amusement park area had been built because the fresh breeze from the lake was very
welcoming to the citizens with no air conditioning.
In 1989, the facility was brought back to life and is now one of the most famous locations of Chicago.
The Ferris Wheel was added in 1995, and there are fireworks every summer Wednesday and Saturday.

Figure 22. Navy Pier

4.18 Water Purification Plant

To the north of the Navy Pier lies the largest filtration facility in the world, the Water Purification Plant
that was opened in 1968. It collects water from the lake in far-out water cribs, bringing pure drinking
water to the town. The water of Chicago river can’t be used for drinking water as it is polluted by
industry.
You can spot the security checkpoint of the plant entry right before you approach the Navy Pier final
stop on route 124.

Figure 23. Water Purification Plant
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4.19 Union/Ogilvie Stations

The main building of Union Station was opened in 1925 at Canal St between Jackson Blvd and Adams
St. The large train station area is located under the surface and sprawls over 9 blocks. The monstrous
stairways are often used for movie scenes.

Figure 24. Union Station

The routes 124 and 130 terminate at Union and Ogilvie Stations. There are no through tracks so all
passengers need to change trains here when they travel through Chicago.
Ogilvie Transportation Center is also located on Canal St to the north of Union Station between
Madison St and Randolph St. It was opened 1912 and contains 16 train tracks. You will circle around
Ogilvie Transportation Center on route 130 when you turn south back to Museum Campus between
Canal/Randolph and Clinton/Washington.

Figure 25. Ogilvie Station
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4.20 LaSalle Street Station

The old LaSalle Station from 1852 was replaced in 1981 by this terminal containing an office tower and
train station. Today, the station is only used by local trains (Metra). You might not see the tracks from
the street level but you will definitely recognize the two-arch tunnel on Congress Pkwy.
Also located in there is the “Chicago Stock Exchange,” which makes Chicago one of the trading capitals
of the U.S.

Figure 26. LaSalle Street Station
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